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Programming is about the creation of software to solve problems. Problems come in
many forms: simple to complex, small to large, I/O-intensive to compute-intensive.
Over the past four decades, we’ve tried to solve a lot of different types of problems
with software. At some, we have been exceptionally successful and the solution
space is well understood. For others, such as those proposed by artificial intelligence,
we have only been marginally successful (and, in many cases, not at all)
within limited domains.

But, programming has always been both a knowledge-intensive and labor-intensive
process. As PCs became more pervasive and the demand for applications increased, a
problem arose—how to develop safe, robust software quicker.

Traditionally, the software industry has focused on delivering high-quality, special
purpose application software to the end-user and high-quality, general purpose
development software to the professional developer. End-users are not expected
to develop their own applications. Much effort has been invested in making software
development more efficient for professional developers by providing huge
collections of prefabricated software components. Much effort has also been
invested in increasing the utility of application software by providing customizable
user interfaces.
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Selling with Emotional IntelligenceKaplan Business, 2003
In today's ultra-competitive business environment, it's not enough for sales professionals to be adept at technical and tactical skills such as getting appointments, making presentations, and closing deals. To really succeed, they must develop and apply their relational skills-or what is known as emotional intelligence-to help them connect with...
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CCSP CSI Exam Certification Guide (CCSP Self-Study, 642-541)Cisco Press, 2003
The Cisco Certified Security Professional (CCSP) certification is the newest midlevel certification
from Cisco Systems. This certification is on a par with CCNP and CCDP. The aim of this
certification is to provide professional-level recognition to network engineers in the design and
implementation of Cisco secure networks. This...
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IBM Certification Study Guide - Pseries Enterprise Technical SupportIBM Press, 2005
This IBM Redbook is designed as a study guide for professionals, wanting to prepare for the certification exam to achieve: IBM Certified Specialist - pSeries Enterprise Technical Support. This technical support certification validates a broad scope of configuration, installation, and planning skills.

This Redbook helps pSeries...
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Ion ChromatographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The first edition of this book in 1982 described the emergence of ion-exchange chromatography as a practical and rapid method of separation and analysis. The initial and somewhat restrictive definition of the subject was broadened to 'ion chromatography' in order to describe the efficient chromatographic separation of anions or cations using any...
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Healthy Carb Cookbook For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2005
Over 100 homemade dishes high in goodness, low in carbs      

Know-how and recipes to help you live a healthy carb lifestyle!      

With sumptuous recipes and information on nutrition, this terrific cookbook helps you make the switch to healthy carbs. Get the skinny on the basics of low-carb living. Get recipes that de-carb...
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Practical Artificial Intelligence: Machine Learning, Bots, and Agent Solutions Using C#Apress, 2018

	Discover how all levels Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be present in the most unimaginable scenarios of ordinary lives. This book explores subjects such as neural networks, agents, multi agent systems, supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. These and other topics will be addressed with real world examples, so you can learn...
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